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Introduction

Malcolm Byrne

In a major address on U.S.-Iran relations in March 2000, timed to coincide
with the traditional Persian New Year (1378/1379), U.S. secretary of state

Madeleine Albright made the following statement:“In 1953, the United States
played a significant role in orchestrating the overthrow of Iran’s popular prime
minister, Mohammad Mosaddeq. . . . The Eisenhower administration believed
its actions were justified for strategic reasons, but the coup was clearly a setback
for Iran’s political development. And it is easy to see now why many Iranians
continue to resent this intervention by America in their internal affairs.”1

Albright’s remarks were the first public acknowledgment by a senior
American official of Washington’s part in the coup. Yet, Iran’s reaction was
mostly negative. The secretary of the influential Expediency Council called the
speech “a new chapter” in U.S.-Iran relations. But Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the
country’s supreme leader, ripped the admission on 1953 as “deceitful” and
complained that it “did not even include an apology.”2 Both sides’ comments
reflected the perpetuation of deep sensitivities toward the event almost half a
century later.

In fact, the “28 Mordad 1332” coup, as it is known by its Persian date, was
a watershed for all of the countries concerned. The joint U.S.-British opera-
tion marked the denouement of what began as a popular drive to assert Iran’s
sovereign control over its own resources by nationalizing the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company (AIOC), Britain’s largest overseas concern, which had dominated
Iran’s petroleum industry for years. Mohammad Mosaddeq, a charismatic
politician from a wealthy landowning family, had long championed national in-
dependence and constitutional rule. For his opposition to the self-styled
Pahlavi dynasty, whose regime, established in 1925, he considered corrupt and
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unconstitutional, he spent several years in political exile, including brief peri-
ods in jail. After the 1941 ouster of Reza Shah Pahlavi, ironically at the hands
of the Soviet Union and Great Britain, he was freed from prison and staged a
speedy political comeback. In late April 1951, Iran’s new monarch, Shah Mo-
hammad Reza Pahlavi (Reza Shah’s son), acquiesced to public pressure and ap-
pointed Mosaddeq prime minister at the head of a coalition of reform-oriented
forces called the National Front. Three days later, the shah signed into law
Iran’s nationalization of the AIOC.

But this was just the beginning of the struggle. The AIOC immediately
staged an economic boycott, with backing from the other major international
oil companies, while the British government started an aggressive, semicovert
campaign to destabilize the Mosaddeq regime. With the expansion of the cold
war, the United States also stepped into the dispute. Although ostensibly neu-
tral, the Truman administration quietly abided by the boycott. As U.S. worries
over Iran’s political and economic deterioration increased, patience with
Mosaddeq wore thin. When President Dwight D. Eisenhower took office in
January 1953, the United States launched a more aggressive assault against
world communism, and within two months the new administration had ap-
proved the concept of a joint U.S.-British operation to remove Mosaddeq from
office. The coup, code-named TPAJAX, finally got underway in mid-August
1953. After a disastrous beginning, followed by several days of mass confusion,
the coup plotters managed to turn their fortunes around. By noon on August
19 pro-shah crowds had control of the streets, and retired army major general
Fazlollah Zahedi, handpicked to replace Mosaddeq by the coup plotters, had
declared himself the new prime minister.

The effects of the coup resonated on many levels. Domestically, it brought
to an end a vibrant chapter in the history of Iran’s nationalist and democratic
movements. For all of the troubles that arose during his premiership, Mosaddeq
came to symbolize for many the principle of opposition to Great Power intru-
sions on Iranian independence. Despite his uncompromising drive to expand
his powers during his final months in office, he was also admired by certain sec-
tors for continuing the tradition of the Constitutional Revolution and for ad-
vocating the political rights of Iranian citizens against the authority of the shah.
His removal signaled the beginning of the end of the country’s brief experience
with democracy. In the years following the coup, the shah reasserted his posi-
tion with respect to the Majlis and the government and cracked down on dissi-
dents, and over the course of the next decade he steadily expanded his
authority to the point of establishing a virtual dictatorship. One of the conse-
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quences of the shah’s accretion of power was the elimination of any opportu-
nity for the development of even a moderate political opposition inside Iran.
With no outlet for dissent, animosities grew, and radicalism built to the point of
explosion during the 1978 revolution.

Aside from influencing the direction of Iran’s internal politics, the coup
and its aftermath affected U.S. policies and standing in Iran as well. The United
States replaced Britain as the predominant outside power shaping events inside
Iran. But this was a two-edged sword. Because of its role in the coup, many Ira-
nians came to identify Washington as the shah’s all-powerful patron, and it was
assumed that Washington implicitly supported his repressive actions, regardless
of U.S. attempts in subsequent years to curb the regime’s excesses. This virtu-
ally guaranteed that burgeoning hostility toward the shah would also be di-
rected against the United States when the revolutionary Islamic regime came to
power in 1979.

Similarly, Washington’s role in the coup tarnished America’s reputation
with other moderate forces in the Middle East. For example, Egyptian presi-
dent Gamal Abdel Nasser, who once had been willing to discuss common se-
curity goals with John Foster Dulles, undoubtedly drew the clear lesson from
Iran’s experience that he could not act passively over the Suez issue in the face
of Anglo-U.S. imperialism. The hopes of the Truman administration and even
President Eisenhower that the United States would be seen as the defender of
regional aspirations for independence began to seem especially hollow after
August 1953. Such hopes were genuinely held, but ultimately they paled next
to perceived threats to U.S. security. American officials at first rejoiced over 
the coup’s success—albeit behind closed doors—seeing it as a vindication of
the concept of covert intervention. With a remarkably modest investment, the
United States had kept a vital cold war asset from falling into the communist
camp. Surely the same tactic would work elsewhere. Without full regard for
Iran’s unique circumstances in 1953, U.S. planners treated TPAJAX as a model
for future clandestine operations, including operations in Guatemala in 1954,
in Syria in 1958, and at the Bay of Pigs in 1961. The coup’s legacy thus reached
far beyond the borders of Iran and lasted as long as—even longer than—the
cold war itself.

This book presents a series of essays on the Mosaddeq regime and the coup
by leading experts who prepared them originally for an extraordinary confer-
ence that took place in Tehran in June 2000. Hosted by the Institute of Politi-
cal and International Studies, a research arm of the Iranian Foreign Ministry,
the conference brought together scholars from Iran, the United States, and the
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former Soviet Union (participation by the visiting foreign scholars was sup-
ported by the George Washington University-based National Security
Archive) to discuss the controversial oil nationalization period of 1951–53, in-
cluding the coup d’état. Because of the historical sensitivity of the Mosaddeq
era in Iran, the conference took on special significance as the first-ever multi-
national airing of the subject in an Iranian public setting. As one indication of
its favorable reception, government-run television broadcast major portions of
the conference repeatedly to nationwide audiences throughout the remainder
of the year.

The contributors later had the opportunity to refine and present their most
recent findings at another conference in June 2002 hosted by the Middle East
Centre at St. Antony’s College, Oxford, and cosponsored by the National Se-
curity Archive. That event, “Mohammad Mosaddeq and the 1953 Coup in
Iran,” also featured a roundtable discussion with former Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) official John Waller, who coordinated U.S. participation in the
coup from Washington;Sir Sam Falle of the British Foreign Office, who played
a part in elaborating British plans to overthrow Mosaddeq; and Sir Denis
Wright, also of the Foreign Office, who served as counsellor in Iran shortly
after the coup.

Although all of the authors have written previously about their topics,3 this
volume contains a wealth of new information that adds meaningfully to our
understanding of the coup and its complex sociopolitical setting. The most im-
portant new source is a recently published CIA history of TPAJAX, written in
March 1954 by Donald N. Wilber, one of the operation’s chief architects.4 The
New York Times published the still-classified 200-page document, Overthrow of
Premier Mosaddeq of Iran:November 1952–August 1953, in two installments on its
Web site in 2000.5 That publication helped break a logjam on secrets that the
CIA, along with British intelligence, have maintained for many years. In 1989,
the agency refused to allow key documents describing U.S. participation in the
overthrow to appear in the State Department’s Foreign Relations of the United
States:Diplomatic Papers series, billed as “the official record of the foreign policy
of the United States.”6 A decade later, nothing had changed. The CIA rebuffed
a 1999 National Security Archive lawsuit seeking the Wilber document and
another internal agency history, declassifying only a single sentence, on the
grounds that further “disclosure could reasonably be expected to damage the
national security” or “lead to unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources
and methods.”7 The U.S. and British intelligence communities, by steadfastly
refusing to declassify important, but no longer sensitive, historical information
on the coup have consequently made it much more difficult to come to closure
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historically—and arguably politically—on the overthrow. Fortunately for his-
tory, and with no discernible harm to America’s security, perhaps the most sig-
nificant missing piece of the puzzle has now become available, and each chapter
in this volume makes rich use of its many new details.

But it should also be noted that the authors go significantly beyond the
CIA history to include other newly uncovered American and British records,
Iranian sources, and even Soviet-era archival materials from Russian and Azer-
baijani archives. In addition, the contributors conducted interviews with for-
mer U.S. and British intelligence officials and Iranians who participated in the
events studied here. Drawing on these fresh sources, the book features chapters
that discuss the historical context of the Mosaddeq regime, focus on the politi-
cal and social background to the coup, and evaluate the numerous underlying
factors as well as domestic and foreign actors that contributed to Mosaddeq’s
downfall.

Homa Katouzian opens the volume by providing historical context for the
Mosaddeq period. He places the 1953 coup d’état within “a long cycle of arbi-
trary rule–chaos–arbitrary rule in Iranian history,” where dictatorships have
been overturned by revolts that “invariably” produce periods of turmoil until a
new absolute ruler steps in. By modern times, “chaos”had become more or less
synonymous with the search for democracy—of which the Mosaddeq-led oil
nationalization and the domestic reform movement were the latest chapter.
Popular support for the coup and restoration of the shah, where it existed, was
therefore partly the predictable expression of a need for stability after the social
and political unraveling that characterized Mosaddeq’s second government
(formed after the July 1952 uprising [30 Tir 1331]). However, a critical point,
Katouzian writes, is that much of the chaos of that period was the direct result
of the “politics of elimination”—attempts not only by the British and Ameri-
cans but also by a growing number of domestic opponents to topple the
Mosaddeq government. As for the domestic legacy of the coup, many Iranians
clung to the idea, however simplistic, that the United States bore responsibility
for Iran’s return to dictatorship, a belief that helps to explain the heavily anti-
American character of the revolution in 1978.

Surveying Iran’s political environment in the early 1950s, Fakhreddin
Azimi provides an intricate account of the domestic forces on either side of the
Mosaddeq divide. Although he points out the “inseparability of domestic and
foreign anti-Mosaddeq opposition,” he emphasizes the key role of the Iranians
who increasingly lined up against the prime minister. His analysis begins with a
nuanced look at the social bases of support and opposition to Mosaddeq. After
analyzing each of the main opposition groups—the royalists, Anglophiles and
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“defectors,” and Tudeh—and their leading representatives, he traces their ac-
tions and interactions through the crises of July 1952 and February 1953 to the
“final showdown.”He ends with a consideration of whether Mosaddeq and the
National Front could have put up a more effective fight or whether they faced
too many constraints, structural or personal, against success.

Maziar Behrooz takes on one of the most significant domestic actors, the
Tudeh Party. Noting that the CIA history emphasizes the Tudeh, and by ex-
tension Soviet, threat as a justification for the coup, Behrooz uses internal party
sources and interviews to present a more realistic picture of the organization, its
characteristics, and its role during the coup period. Even though U.S. intelli-
gence did not foresee an imminent Tudeh takeover in Iran, there was virtually
unanimous agreement within U.S. official circles that the communists were
growing in strength, cohesion, and political momentum. But Behrooz disputes
those perceptions, showing that a number of legal and other obstacles, includ-
ing serious political differences and personal rivalries, had split the leadership
and fundamentally weakened the organization’s effectiveness. Furthermore, ac-
cording to the party’s own theoretical precepts, Iran was not yet ripe for a com-
munist-led takeover. Therefore, in hindsight, the Tudeh seems to have had
neither the intention nor the capability of seizing power in the near term, as its
inept handling of the coup confirms.

The next several chapters deal with the international aspects of the coup.
First, Wm. Roger Louis thoroughly explores Britain’s unceasing campaign to
destabilize and depose Mosaddeq, providing new details about the often for-
gotten but pivotal British role throughout the crisis. London’s larger strategic
concern over Iran was that Mosaddeq’s virulent anti-British “obsession”would
cause him to lean too far in the direction of the communists, who would even-
tually overwhelm him and take control of the country. Most British officials
had reacted immediately and negatively to Mosaddeq’s election as premier;
only a few were receptive to his impulses for independent control over Iran’s
national resources. There were also splits, under both Labour and Conservative
governments, over whether to favor AIOC interests over broader foreign pol-
icy concerns. But the various differences melted away in the wake of the July
21, 1952/30 Tir 1331 riots and other events, which convinced even Mosad-
deq’s sympathizers that he had become irrational and had to be removed. It
took a bit longer, but the Americans finally came to the same conclusion, a
process Louis traces in some detail and attributes mainly to shared conceptions
of the larger stakes of the cold war.

Mary Ann Heiss looks at an often neglected factor behind Mosaddeq’s
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downfall: the British-led oil boycott beginning in 1951. She focuses on the
roles of the British and U.S. governments and the major international oil com-
panies in promoting the boycott. At first, the U.S. petroleum giants criticized
the AIOC for its refusal to be more accommodating toward the Iranians; they
believed that good relations with host governments were vital to the success of
their operations. But once Iran nationalized the AIOC, the U.S. majors did an
abrupt about-face and unanimously sided with the British out of fear for their
own contractual arrangements with foreign governments. Top U.S. officials,
Heiss writes, also changed their views, making it official State Department pol-
icy to back the U.S. companies’ decision to join the boycott. Thus, Heiss ar-
gues, the Truman administration, despite claims to be a neutral broker in the
dispute, actually sided with Britain early on. The powerful combination of
governments and petroleum interests never managed to bring Iran’s economy
to its knees, but it did further the boycott’s larger purpose of unseating Mo-
hammad Mosaddeq.

Malcolm Byrne’s chapter presents the political and geostrategic factors that
underlay U.S. policy toward Iran during the early post-World War II period. A
central question he addresses is how to explain the evolution from Truman’s
relatively even-handed approach to Eisenhower’s advocacy of direct, covert in-
tervention. A variety of factors came into play, but the fundamental explana-
tion lies in the unfolding cold war rivalry between the United States and the
Soviet Union. A string of events, primarily in the region, helped convince the
White House that the Kremlin posed a fundamental threat to expanded post-
war U.S. interests. In fact, Truman and Eisenhower’s philosophies were much
closer than was commonly understood at the time. Eisenhower’s 1952 election
victory raised expectations for a global rollback of communism, but he did not
come into office convinced that Mosaddeq had to be overthrown. Only after
events persuaded him that time had run out on the previous administration’s
approach of sticking by Mosaddeq and pressing for a negotiated settlement did
he, in July, finally authorize the covert plan to proceed.

Mark Gasiorowski follows with the most authoritative account available of
the coup from the U.S. perspective. In November 1952, the British proposed a
joint covert operation to unseat Mosaddeq. Truman administration officials,
then in their final months in office, agreed that Iran’s increasing instability pre-
sented a “serious risk” to U.S. national security, but it was not until the advent
of the Eisenhower administration in January 1953 that official American coop-
eration was forthcoming. Weaving in a wealth of new detail from the CIA 
history of the coup and updated interviews with former CIA operatives,
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Gasiorowski gives a thorough description of every stage of the planning and ex-
ecution of the operation, which built on existing destabilization activities by
both U.S. and British intelligence and depended heavily on Iranian agents and
collaborators already in place. Ultimately, the initial plan failed, for reasons
Gasiorowski explains. But with a combination of resourcefulness and determi-
nation by the American and Iranian operatives, mistakes by the Mosaddeq
forces, and pure luck, the anti-Mosaddeqists managed to turn disaster into im-
probable victory.

Finally, in Mark Gasiorowski’s conclusion to the volume, he pulls together
the main themes raised in each chapter and assesses the relative impact of the
forces responsible for Mosaddeq’s ouster. Clearly, the foreign powers—through
the CIA and British intelligence—played a direct role, first by helping to desta-
bilize Mosaddeq, then by coming up with a plan, money, and networks of
agents, and finally by a simple unwillingness to give up. But a wide array of Ira-
nians also made crucial contributions, either by steadily undermining the
prime minister’s position or by bringing about the overthrow itself. General
Zahedi and his supporters, the shah, the growing crowd of “defectors” and
other opponents to Mosaddeq, the Tudeh Party, and even the National Front
loyalists and Mosaddeq himself, through their mistakes, were essential to the
coup’s success. Of particular note was the participation of Ali Jalali and Faruq
Kayvani, the CIA’s main agents in the country, and Britain’s principal agents,
the Rashidian brothers, as well as their subagents. In turn the actions of all of
these groups played out against a background of broader domestic and interna-
tional conditions that helped determine the general course of events in Iran.

This volume appears under the auspices of the Iran-United States Rela-
tions Project at the National Security Archive. Begun in early 1998 following
the appeal by Iranian president Mohammad Khatemi for a “dialogue of civiliza-
tions” between Iran and the West, the National Security Archive sought out
opportunities in Iran to work with scholars who had similar interests in explor-
ing the controversial history of Iran-U.S. ties from a nonpolitical, multina-
tional, scholarly perspective. Thanks to the cooperation of several institutions
and individuals in Iran and the generous assistance of numerous American
scholars, the project has enabled Americans, Russians, Britons, Azeris, and
others to participate in two international conferences and a range of other
scholarly activities, of which this volume is a part. The National Security
Archive and the editors acknowledge with gratitude the following Iranian or-
ganizations: the Institute for Political and International Studies (IPIS) of the
Iranian Foreign Ministry, the Centre for Documents and Diplomatic History,
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and the Institute of Iranian Contemporary Historical Studies. Special thanks go
to Seyyed Ali Moujani, director of the Centre for Documents and Diplomatic
History, Kazem Sajjadpour, director general of IPIS, Sadeq Kharrazi, then
deputy foreign minister for research and education, and many other friends and
colleagues in Iran.

Grateful thanks from the National Security Archive also go to all of the
contributors to this volume. We are indebted, as always, to fellow pathbreakers
Thomas S. Blanton, James G. Hershberg, Leila J. Afzal, and Kian Byrne, as well
as to Mary Clark and Elena Gasiorowski. At the National Security Archive, we
are obliged to Catherine Nielsen, Gregory F. Domber, Eddie Meadows, and
Barbara Elias for their efforts.

We are also extremely appreciative of the generous cooperation and sup-
port we received from Eugene Rogan, director, and Elizabeth Anderson, sec-
retary, of the Middle East Centre at St. Antony’s College, Oxford University.
We also thank Stephen Langlie and Farhad Diba for allowing the use of their
photographs, and to Homa Katouzian and Hedayat Matin-Daftari for helping
with identification of certain photos.

We would like to make clear that the views expressed in each of the chap-
ters are solely those of the authors.

The National Security Archive and the editors are also grateful for the gen-
erous patronage of the Winston Foundation for World Peace, the Open Soci-
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Mosaddeq’s Government in Iranian History

Arbitrary Rule,Democracy, and the 1953 Coup

Homa Katouzian

The campaign for the nationalization of Iranian oil, and the resulting Popu-
lar Movement (Nehzat-e Melli), was a political experience, at once na-

tional and international, with momentous consequences for the country’s
political development. It still affects and influences political ideas, attitudes, and
events in Iran. At the time of writing, the legacy of Mosaddeq and the Popular
Movement is probably most symbolic for the many Iranians of both religious
and secular persuasions who favor political development toward a democratic
society. In its broader sense the Popular Movement began before 1951. It was
not just about improving Iran’s oil revenues, and it did not vanish after the 1953
coup, as witnessed by the current state of politics in Iran. The establishment of
parliamentary democracy is at present so popular that conflicting political par-
ties and movements claim to believe in it, even though they differ on its mean-
ing and implications and the pace at which it may be pursued. This chapter
explains the background of the Popular Movement, describes its proponents
and opponents and its achievements and mistakes, and assesses the conse-
quences of its failure in 1953 for later developments in Iranian politics, state,
and society.

The Historical Background

The 1953 coup marks the first important watershed in postwar Iranian history.
The twelve years separating the abdication of Reza Shah and the overthrow of
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Mosaddeq was a period of interregnum or dual sovereignty.1 The principal ob-
jective of oil nationalization as declared by Mosaddeq and his colleagues was to
attain complete oil independence in order to establish a lasting democratic gov-
ernment in Iran. This was frustrated by the coup d’état of 1953, which was car-
ried out by a combination of domestic and foreign forces. But the event and the
subsequent developments were consistent with the long cycle of arbitrary rule-
chaos-arbitrary rule in Iranian history.

It is characteristic of Iranian history that the fall—often even the mere
death—of an absolute and arbitrary ruler has resulted in rebellion and chaos, and
persisting chaos has ended up in the return of absolute and arbitrary government
(estebdad). This pattern was also observed in the twentieth century, although in
a modern form. Traditional Iranian revolts involved the active or passive support
of all the social classes to bring down an“unjust”arbitrary ruler and replace him
with a just one. Invariably, the result was chaos, until one of the contestants for
power eliminated the rest and restored absolute and arbitrary government,
much to the relief of the common people, who by then were desperately long-
ing for basic peace and security. This explains the long cycles of arbitrary rule-
chaos-arbitrary rule in Iranian history, chaos and arbitrary rule being two sides
of the same coin, each one justifying the other. Until very recent times what
most educated Iranians—both conservative and radical—understood by“dicta-
torship”was arbitrary rule, and by“democracy”the traditional Iranian chaos.

Fifty years before oil nationalization, the Constitutional Revolution was
fought, for the first time in Iranian history, not just to overthrow an unjust ar-
bitrary ruler but ultimately to replace the ancient arbitrary rule by the rule of
law. And by establishing a constitution along democratic lines, it succeeded in
achieving considerably more. Yet the country’s age-old habit of reverting to
chaos after the collapse of an arbitrary state was still very strong, and the grow-
ing interference of imperial powers during the First World War helped the
process. But it must be emphasized that the postconstitutional chaos did not
just occur in the provinces, and was not just due to nomadic rebellion and brig-
andry, as is normally believed. It also occurred right at the center, in the center
of politics, in Parliament, among journalists, and within the ranks of political
grandees and magnates. Indeed, it is unlikely that regional chaos would have
continued without the persistence of destructive conflict in the center of poli-
tics itself. For it is characteristic of the country’s history that whoever has the
center also has the periphery. The growing chaos and threat of disintegration
ended up in the coup d’état of 1921.2

Reza Khan/Reza Shah’s rule in the 1920s was at first welcomed as an anti-
dote to chaos. It was increasingly dictatorial but not yet arbitrary. That is when he
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accomplished most of his achievements and had a significant, though declining,
amount of support among the politically aware public. But in the 1930s his rule
became increasingly harsh and arbitrary. Even those who worked for him
began to resent and fear him, and he was persuaded to abdicate in 1941 when
the Allies came to Iran. Yet, his abdication would not have been necessary—
perhaps not even possible—if the public had been sympathetic to him rather
than angry, especially as after the cease-fire he was prepared to cooperate with
the Allies.3

Then began another period of chaos—the period 1941–51—correspon-
ding to the postrevolutionary period of 1909–21, although the more recent
chaos was not as destructive as that of the earlier period, largely because of the
physical presence, later influence, of the Great Powers. And just like the earlier
chaos, it was at work not only in the provinces but also at the center and in the
very center of politics, among the political parties, the press, the notables, the
Majles, the very frequently changing cabinets (it would be misleading to call
them governments), and the royal court.4

Between 1941 and 1951, when Mosaddeq became prime minister, cabi-
nets generally did not last more than a few months, and there were revolts in the
provinces and destructive conflict within the Majles itself. Government lacked
authority to deal with most ordinary affairs, unable to reach an agreement even
on an annual budget. Revolts in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan and rebellions per-
petrated by the southern tribes during that time are well-known examples of
the politics of chaos in the provinces.5 To give but two examples of chaos in the
center, in 1942 bread riots in the capital were organized, with the shah’s in-
volvement, with the express purpose of bringing down Ahmad Qavam’s gov-
ernment. In 1946, when Qavam was prime minister once again, the antiroyalist
and sensationalist weekly Mard-e Emruz offered—on its front page—a large
bounty to anyone who would assassinate Qavam.6

Naturally, both the state and society had undergone certain changes after the
Constitutional Revolution. For example, the Majles was retained (although
purely in form) even under Reza Shah;modern education was expanded, as were
urbanization and the modern middle class; political parties of sorts came into
being;and so on. But the traditional state-society conflicts and strong tendencies
toward arbitrary rule and chaos were still manifest, sometimes in new forms.

Mosaddeq and the Nationalization of Oil

Mosaddeq was born in 1882 into a rich and upper-class family. He studied law
and public finance in Neuchâtel and Paris, obtaining his doctorate in law from

           
    


